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1 Introduction 

 

The world has always been constantly on the move. In 2015, there was a drastic in-

crease of 41 percent in the number of international immigrants in EU that reached 244 

million, compared to year 2000 [12, 1]. According to the Statistics of the Finnish Immi-

gration Service, Finland issued a total of more than 20.000 first residence permits in 

2015 [1, 1]. A majority of immigrants coming to Finland is either for working or studying. 

With such a diversity in the job-hunting market, it has proven to be difficult to integrate 

successfully without overcoming a significant challenge: the language barrier. This is a 

huge problem that will eventually lead to a situation that the society cannot fully profit 

from the potential workforce and vice versa, when immigrants have to work at jobs they 

are overqualified for. 

 

Language learning requires practice and training. The formal and traditional way of 

learning a foreign language is to go to offline courses offered by language schools. In 

addition, language learning also involves other activities like speaking to natives, 

watching movies, playing language-related games to help the students to improve 

one’s skills. Among those activities, mobile-assisted language learning applications 

also have been increasingly developed to help users in the process (of learning a for-

eign language). These applications usually have pre-defined content and sometimes 

they are not related to students’ interests and background. 

 

It would be good to have an application that would assist and help learners to improve 

the language skills right in their professional working environment. While working, for-

eign employees often need to communicate with colleagues and customers in their 

non-native language. In fact, these verbal tasks can be quite challenging for those who 

are still learning the language. Meanwhile, the employees can also use these conver-

sations as study materials to learn and reflect on their language skills. This is what Ap-

pla is trying to achieve. 

 

The goal of the project is to investigate a new approach using available technologies to 

help learners in the process of language learning. I was assigned to develop a mobile 

application using speech recognition technology to aid the users with communication in 

the workplace and improve their language skills while working. I also built a web server 

that is responsible for handling data storage.  
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The technological point of view of the project was provided by me in collaboration with 

Senior Lecturer Olli Alm and Principal Lecturer Harri Airaksinen from Metropolia UAS. 

The team was interdisciplinary connecting University of Helsinki, Haaga-Helia UAS and 

Metropolia UAS, and is led by Dr. Johanna Komppa from the University of Helsinki.  

2 Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) 

 

2.1 Overview of MALL 
 

As an overview, this section will be explaining the definition of Mobile Assisted Lan-

guage Learning (MALL) applications as well as discussing the advantages and disad-

vantages of such applications.  

 

Definition of MALL 
 

According to Stephen Krashen (1982), in his Principles and Practice in Second Lan-

guage Acquisition, the acquisition of a language is a natural process, while learning a 

language is a conscious one [13]. Learning involves building up the knowledge system 

or architecture which over time and through practice becomes automatically accessible 

in receiving and generating. Vygotsky (1978), from a social cultural perspective, em-

phasized that language learning is based on social interaction with more proficient oth-

ers [14, 35]. According to Scarino and Liddicoat (2009), the ‘metacognition’ characteris-

tic, or awareness of how we learn, is essential to language learning. Students should 

have a good understanding of how they learn a language. They should constantly re-

flect on their study and develop self-awareness of themselves as learners. There is a 

strong association between learning and identity: students need to negotiate constantly 

who they are, and how they can be/ should be/ would like to be in the language and 

culture they are learning. [15, 31.] 

 

The last few decades have witnessed drastic advances in technologies, which in turn 

opened new possibilities and alternative approaches to language learning that was 

before largely dependent on going to language classes. The solutions covered com-

puter-assisted and e-learning, both in formal and informal fashion. Since 2000, mobile 

technologies have spread globally and resulted in a new evolution of technology-

enhanced learning. With many innovations and improvements in the field such as pro-
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cessing power, storage capacity, high-speed wireless connectivity, Bluetooth and 3G, 

mobile technologies and not limited to their core features (that were communication 

and entertainment) but have also showed other potentials in other fields. [2, 197-198.]  

 

Mobile phones have grown into an unseparated and natural part in our daily lives. Chil-

dren nowadays have already had access to multiple platforms of mobile technologies 

and become comfortable around such technologies from very early stages of life. The 

nature of how our brain works has been changing in many interesting ways, now that 

we carry very sophisticated devices on our hands that can handle a stream of infor-

mation that we never experienced before in history. Such accelerating speed of adopt-

ing mobile technologies is currently changing the perspectives of learning in general. 

Mobile technologies can be referred to the next generation of e-learning. [3, 309.] Ac-

cording to a paper on research trends in Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) 

from 2000 to 2012, the number of research publications regarding MALL for language 

teaching increased rapidly in 2008 and reached its peak in 2012. This confirms that 

interests have been spreading in this area. 

 

Mobile learning (m-learning) as a term, in its essence, refers to teaching and learning 

supported by mobile technologies such as smartphones, media players and tablet 

computers, which are usually available anytime and anywhere. Possessing the charac-

teristic such as rapid increasing of processing power and storage capacity, mobile 

technologies can be spontaneous, informal, contextual, portable ubiquitous, pervasive, 

and personal. As a result, these mobile devices gradually turn to be useful tools to help 

achieve educational goals. This has opened many doors for those who would not oth-

erwise have the chances to participate in education. [2, 198.] 

 

In general, Mobile Assisted Language Learning, which is a specialization within m-

learning, has been noted for its differences to computer-assisted language learning 

because of the more personalized approach, coming from personal and portable 

smartphones and tablets. Their portability enables new ways of learning that maintain 

continuity as well as providing spontaneity of access and contextual interaction. [2, 

198.] Owning such devices gives the learner the ability to control his or her own learn-

ing process and eventually take an active role based on their own objectives [3, 310]. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of MALL 
 

The main characteristics of mobile devices, according to Tayebeh Mosavi Miangah and 

Amin Nezarat, comprises two factors: portability and connectivity. Connectivity means 

that the mobile system designed for language learning must have the capability to be 

connected and communicated to access to the virtual learning material. [3, 310.]  On 

the other hand, as for the character of portability, the learner should be able to take the 

learning material provided along with the mobile devices if he or she needed to. Klopfer 

and his colleagues have also defined some other properties of mobile devices such as 

social interactivity, context sensitivity and individuality [4]. 

 

Because of the portability of smartphones, learners are now given the ability to take 

their studies anywhere they could - on the bus, outside or at their part-time job, without 

being restricted to a physical classroom location or their personal computer at home (e-

learning) [3, 310]. Such advantages of mobility eventually lead to many informal ways 

of language learning that do not involve pre-created materials from teachers and any 

other formal structured learning in classes or courses. While still important for students 

for building up a solid foundation and exploring in-depth knowledge, the formal struc-

tured materials given by teachers or textbooks are sometimes not relevant to the learn-

ers’ interests.  

 

However, if the students could contextually create their own materials, for example a 

personal dictionary based on their interests or their work environment, that would en-

courage the language learners to take a more active role in study. Furthermore, the 

cost of both time and money resources in mobile learning is considerably low – the 

production cost of mobile devices is much more affordable than before and switching 

on a device right on one’s hand to access study materials is faster than going to class. 

As a result, this brings many more opportunities to students who cannot afford formal 

education and adults who cannot commit enough time for language studies because of 

work and family. Undoubtedly, mobile learning strongly emphasizes the role of learners 

rather than teachers - but without guidance and help from language professionals, 

MALL still has disadvantages compared to the traditional approach of language learn-

ing (to learn languages in classes). 

 

According to Mianga and Nezarat (2012), many disadvantages of MALL lie on the limi-

tation of the devices. For example, the small screens on smartphones proved to be 

occasionally difficult for students to read, especially for the older adults. Data connec-
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tion is expensive and limited in some areas that can cause disruption in learning. Also, 

battery life is a problem as extensive usage of the devices is needed for such educa-

tional purposes. These problems are specifically mentioned in Stockwell’s experiment 

where students had the tendency to switch to computers to finish the assigned tasks 

because it took too long to complete them on mobile devices. Consequently, the most 

common tasks that mobile learning excels in are flashcards and quizzes, which do not 

require a steep learning curve nor resources to get started. [5.] Such apps are benefi-

cial in low-level thinking such as memorizing vocabulary; however, they still show 

weakness for other areas of higher level of thinking, for example: compar-

ing/contrasting, summarizing or evaluating.  

 

Furthermore, performance tracking in a big system that consists of multiple students 

learning in parallel can be an issue for teachers. However, as technologies develop, 

research and development around the globe are making important steps in the ad-

vancement of mobile technologies dedicated for language learning.  

 

2.2 Trends and Current Solutions to Language Learning 
 

To better understand the reasons behind the Appla application, this section will be dis-

cussing about the most popular topics among MALL studies during 2000-2012 period 

and the current mobile solutions to learning Finnish language. Based on these studies, 

the proposal of Appla will be introduced. 

 

2.2.1 Commonly Investigated Topics in MALL Studies 
 

The mobile applications designed for language learning have been going under signifi-

cant changes over the years as the mobile technologies developed. According to Du-

man, Orhon and Gedik in their research paper about the trends in mobile assisted lan-

guage learning from 2000 to 2012, there were no published studies during 2000-2003 

period that met the criteria of the research data collection.  

 

According to Godwin-Jones (2011) in his study abroad program, the useful features of 

smartphones used in language learning were: picture taking, text messaging and dual-

language dictionary. However, the intended task was to write travel diaries - which later 

found to be problematic because of the T9 keyboard that was slow and error-prone to 
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write longer phrases efficiently. This limited input issue was very common at the time. 

[8, 2.]  

 

In addition, Chinnery (2006) made a survey that turned into a report on projects which 

utilized mobile phones for vocabulary practice, quiz delivery, live tutoring and email 

lesson content delivery. He also featured file sharing, video playback and stylus text 

entry on PDAs which was popular at the time. Nonetheless, many projects faced many 

technical issues that limits the advancing of MALL: small and low-resolution screens 

caused troubles in text-reading or displaying pictures, audio quality (both input and 

output), error-prone text entry, storage and processor capacity. [9, 9-10.] On top of eve-

rything, Internet connectivity was slow and limited-access which poorly-designed web 

pages which eventually made communications troublesome - this was an essential 

factor that generally slowed down MALL progress. According to the study, there were 

only nine studies over the period of 2004-2007 [2, 201]. 

 

As a game changer in the smartphone market, the Apple iPhone in 2007 made a huge 

impact on many different development fields and eventually led the language learning 

researchers to re-investigate their possibilities. As a result, a notable increase of stud-

ies in 2008 (n=13) confirmed that the interests in the fields of MALL was increasing 

quickly [2, 201]. These new technologies -  e.g. larger screens, touch-input, decent web 

navigation and fast Internet connectivity - have solved the issues arising from the earli-

er years in MALL and therefore enabled rapid development in the field.  

 

The cost to manufacture smartphones were decreasing gradually and becoming much 

more affordable than before, which eventually enabled those who before cannot afford 

formal education can now own a smartphone and have unlimited access to language 

study materials that are available on the Internet. In 2012, the research trend peaked at 

14 studies, convincing that learning new languages with smartphones is a new medium 

[2, 201]. There were a variety of topics investigated during the period of 2000 and 

2012, as illustrated in figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1.  Summary of commonly studied topics in MALL researches from 2004 to 2012 (Cop-
ied from Duman, Orhon and Gedik (2012) [2, 202]) 

 

It is important to note that figure 1 only shows the topics that were investigated in MALL 

studies, not the actual MALL application in practice. For example, “vocabulary” shows a 

total of 28 during the whole period meaning there are 28 studies that partially or fully 

investigated the vocabulary learning aspect of MALL apps. Usability shows 16 studies 

that investigated the usability of mobile applications for language learning. These stud-

ies were not actual MALL applications that teach grammar, vocabulary or usability. 

 

As seen in figure 1, vocabulary remained the most popular topic to be investigated in 

MALL studies throughout the period. Understandably, vocabulary teaching in many 

forms (e.g. flashcards, dictionary) can be spontaneous, instant and utilizes the main 

advantages of MALL because smartphones are designed to be portable and on-the-go. 

Total 28 MALL studies that covered the topic of vocabulary learning indeed confirm a 

strength of MALL, which is a useful tool to assist the learners to gain knowledge in ter-

minologies and words. Mobile system usability is also a common topic with total 16 

studies. A sudden rise of 3 topics in 2007 shown that researchers have taken interest-

ed in this area quite early – just after the introduction Apple iPhone. Without a doubt, 

the studies of usability are going to be beneficial for other language learning applica-

tions to have a solid base foundation to be built on.  
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Writing and grammar skills are two of the least common topics investigated in MALL 

studies. Certainly, the limitations in technologies, e.g. slow input and small screens, as 

well as characters of mobile learning are not suitable of writing tasks – it is laborious to 

write long paragraphs on a mobile phone. In addition, assessment-evaluation was not 

investigated until 2011 and still unpopular in researches with only one research each 

year (that met the criteria of the paper) until 2012.  It seemed that a feedback system 

can be problematic and difficult to be conducted in other to benefit language learning.  

 

Taking a closer look at Figure 1, it is clear to point out that there were many language 

skills in MALL topics gradually became popular since 2008, as mobile apps were in-

creasing rapidly in quantity with better multimedia features and capacity to catch up 

with the smartphone race between large technology companies. With such rich multi-

media features, for example: enhanced audio and video quality, fast data connection, 

large storage and processor capacity, many language skills such as listening, speaking 

(pronunciation), multimedia use, and learners’ perception and attitudes became popu-

lar topics for investigation in MALL studies. Technologies like voice/speech recognition 

began to mature and eventually became available to be adopted to smartphones, 

which in turn led researchers to investigate the opportunities to enhance learners’ 

speaking and pronunciation skills. [2,202.]   

 

Above is a brief introduction about the trends and difficulties while developing applica-

tions to assist language learning in general. As technologies evolve rapidly, it is equally 

interesting and challenging to predict what comes next that will shape the world that we 

know of. The next section will inspect the modern technologies that are available right 

now for language learning, particularly regarding Finnish language, to analyze their 

current issues. 

 

2.2.2 Current Solutions to Language Learning 
 

The need to learn and understand Finnish has been increasing quickly as a way to 

integrate into everyday life as well as to land a job in Finland. Utilising the experience 

and expertise in the Finnish language of its project members, Appla focused on analyz-

ing the current Finnish learning solutions to understand clearly their challenges and 

issues. 
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There are currently many available options and solutions to learn Finnish, for example: 

evening courses for those who works or study full-time, summer courses for students 

or intensive courses that held 4-5 days a week and so on. Many universities in Finland 

not only hold these courses for their international personnel and students but also open 

to those who do not attend at their universities – making it possible for everyone to ac-

cess their language learning materials (with a fee). The courses are available at differ-

ent levels and schedule so the learners are given the freedom to choose what works 

for them. In addition, studying in a language course at summer universities is also a 

popular choice among international students who want to advance their language skills 

when they have more free time. Summer universities are in tight contract and perma-

nent collaboration with Finnish universities and their courses are usually short-term, not 

degree programmes [10].  

 

While having its advantages in helping language learners to gain knowledge and ex-

pertise in depth with professional guidance, the courses usually cost money and time 

resources and require strong commitment from the students to progress further. Even-

tually, the courses are increasingly available via the Internet which leads to prices are 

lowered due to eliminating the facility cost. Many mobile applications for Finnish lan-

guage learning are also introduced to assist the students to keep their knowledge 

sharp even on their busy hours.  

 

Among them, WordDive and Finnish by Nemo are two popular options for mobile learn-

ing that teach vocabulary and grammar with a quite comprehensive list of learning top-

ics for language learners. WordDive provides a mobile application and a website for 

learning. Finnish by Nemo has a feature that allow users to record their voices to imi-

tate the native speaker’s voice, hence practicing their pronunciation skills. These func-

tionalities represent some similarities with Appla, hence chosen to be investigated in 

this study. 

 

WordDive, developed by a growing Finnish start-up, is a choice that is mentioned on 

many media channels and Finnish courses websites which offer many study options 

depending on the students’ needs. Their most popular course – “Comprehensive Finn-

ish” – costs approximately 10 euros for a monthly subscription, which is considerably 

affordable compared to offline courses. At the first glance, the web application offered 

by WordDive is delivered with comprehensive lessons and good audio quality. The web 

app interface is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Exercises and progress tracking of WordDive (Screens captured from WordDive) 
 

The first main exercises tested were quite straight forward. The user is shown an im-

age and prompted to type the correct word of the object that is illustrated in the image. 

There is a Listen button for the user to listen to the pre-recorded audio snippet of the 

word he or she is supposed to fill in the input form. Correct answers will yield points 

which will be then added to the progress board for the user to track his or her own pro-

gress in the application. Not limited at web applications, WordDive also offers mobile 

apps that are available on Android and iOS platforms. The Android version is shown in 

figure 3. 

 

   

Figure 3. WordDive exercise and progress tracking on Android (Screens captured from mobile 
app) 

 

As seen from figure 3, the idea behind exercises and progress tracking remains con-

stant through web and mobile applications. Knowing the strengths of MALL in develop-

ing vocabulary skills, as mentioned in the section about MALL trends, WordDive focus-
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es on building vocabulary and pronunciation knowledge for the users through many 

built-in exercises and audio snippets. The short games focusing on various topics can 

be played instantaneously and spontaneously on the train or while waiting for the bus. 

The user can choose to practice grammar by writing the correct tenses according to the 

audio speech and English hints. It is also intended to help improve the listening skills of 

the user by pronouncing with a native Finnish accent. Indeed, WordDive is an interest-

ing choice among current mobile applications that help sharpen different language 

skills.  

 

Similarly, Finnish by Nemo is also available for download on Google Play and App 

Store. It is offered by a company that has many other educational applications that 

teach different languages – Finnish by Nemo is a modified version to adapt to Finnish 

language. In parts, the application also pursues the same theme as WordDive – focus-

ing on phrases and pre-arranged exercises to work on speaking or listening skills. Fig-

ure 4 contains the screenshots of the application on Android. 

 

    

Figure 4. Finnish by Nemo flashcards, ‘speech studio’ and topic phrases (Screens captured 
from mobile app) 

 

Feature wise, Finnish by Nemo takes a flash-cards approach and splits the vocabulary 

into topics to help the user progress. Notably, it utilises the recording feature of mobile 

phones in so-called “Speech Studio” that will help you compare your pronunciation with 

teacher’s. This approach is different from WordDive since it manages to enable one 

additional side of interaction and lets the user create his or her own material (their own 

voice).  
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However, the app only stops at recording and playback then leaves the heavy part of 

the feedback to the user - he or she will have to judge their own pronunciation by com-

paring their own voice with that of the teachers’. One would argue that one’s own 

judgement is subjective and would not promise 100% accuracy or reliability to be one 

complete trusted source of feedback. Of course, this traditional approach of learning a 

new language that involves recording and hearing one’s voice has proven itself with 

time, but it gets better: technologies have evolved much further with speech recognition 

so that it can now supports an extra source of judgement: artificial intelligence. We 

shall get back to that in later sections. 

 

Despite utilizing their advantages as mobile applications, the current available mobile 

apps offered on Google Play are still lacking something that really differentiates them 

from learning from textbooks. The problem with Finnish by Nemo and WordDive is that 

those applications are currently built from exercises and lessons that is generic for eve-

ryone who wants to learn. This would lead to the situation that students often need to 

study topics and skills that are unrelated to their interest and level, which brings us to 

Anki, an ‘intelligent and friendly’ flashcard application. 

 

Anki is a versatile application that assists users to memorize a various range of topics, 

from language learning to guitar chords. Anki uses a flashcard system, aimed at en-

couraging language learners to make connections, repeat and interpret the cards. Dur-

ing the user’s learning experience, Anki figures out if and how well one memorized 

each flashcard and it will not list again those the user already knew. This is an example 

of how an application can change and adapt to the user’s skills based on the usage of 

the user. 

 

2.3 Appla’s Proposal 
 

Employees working in Finnish companies, for instance cleaners, restaurant waitresses 

or developers, often already have a basic understanding of the Finnish language. For 

developing their language skills, it is predicted that full-time employees need some-

thing, e.g. a mobile application, that can be adapted to their working life and eventually 

optimize their process of learning. While helping them learn the language, the applica-

tion could be used in various ways to integrate the employees into the Finnish working 

life. Also, foreign employees working in their non-native language environment could 

sometimes find it challenging to communicate with their colleagues and customers. In 
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complicated situations, there could be misunderstandings if either party mishears or 

does not fully understand the other, leading to inefficiency in communication.  

 

A MALL application is intended to help the learners to progress in language learning 

using their mobile phones, along with other means of study like going to courses or 

learning from textbooks. To help solve the possibilities of miscommunication in a work-

ing environment, Appla is an application that helps users to record their conversations 

and display the transcript simultaneously on their mobile phone. To understand better 

about Appla’s concept, let us through some scenarios in which Appla can be useful. 

 

During phone calls, while talking to the other party, the user can see the texts regarding 

their talk displayed on the phone in real time. Supervisors and managers can give in-

structions to their employees on the phone – the transcripts would be saved in case the 

employees want to refer to the verbal instructions. In presentations or meetings, the 

user can get help from Appla by reading the transcripts of the discussion simultaneous-

ly displayed on the phone’s screen. These texts could later be reviewed together with a 

teacher or a colleague to reflect and improve the users’ skills.  

 

Choosing a solution that is powered by speech recognition, Appla wants to help the 

users to build up their knowledge based on real-life situations that they encounter daily 

at work. Speech recognition technology is decided to be the core feature behind the 

app because of its versatility and scalability. Appla can be applied in different settings 

in professional situations like meetings, phone calls, presentations, text interpretation 

from interview recordings, etc. While working, the conversations between an employee 

and other native speakers can be invaluable materials for the student (employee) to 

look back and learn from.  

 

The core functionality of Appla is recording speeches and transcribing them into texts. 

The learner will use their mobile application to record the conversation and simultane-

ously see texts on the mobile screen. In addition, other users (teacher, colleagues, 

supervisors) can also inspect the ongoing discussion via the website. Each discussion 

can have its own session (room), allowing multiple users to communicate at the same 

time. These are the main features that were implemented in Appla.  

 

Appla targets to help the users to store these materials they generated by themselves 

that are relevant to each individual user. In future development, the available data can 

be crunched and analyzed for results that will aid the user’s learning process. For in-
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stance, the user can see his or her language knowledge growth by checking the variety 

of vocabulary he or she used in daily conversation. 

 

As a result, it would be considerably easier for users to track the progress while being 

alert for valuable and instant feedback gathered from real world communication. The 

user is expected to produce the data, gather the results from analytics and from them 

continue to improve their skills. Appla helps users to view the conversations in text for-

mat, allowing them to improve both reading and listening skills, as well as building a 

better vocabulary foundation. It also motivates the users to correctly pronounce words 

because the speech recognition performance relies on the accuracy of the user’s pro-

nunciation. The results in texts would be poor if the user pronounces incorrectly. 

 

Appla took an alternative direction in assisting Finnish language learning by utilizing 

user-generated content, in comparison to the traditional approach which embedded 

lecture content inside MALL applications. This is by no mean trying to replace the tradi-

tional way of Finnish teaching (by going to language courses and learning from text-

books). Opposite to that, it is an application that utilizes available technologies to assist 

the traditional learning by providing an additional medium for users, which can be used 

to continuously learn while spending time at work. Appla targets to be an optimal solu-

tion for those who work full-time and have trouble finding available slots for language 

classes in their packed schedule.  

 

Before the application technical overview, it is important to have a general look of the 

current scene of the core technology of Appla, speech recognition. In the next section, 

the speech recognition technologies from different providers will be briefly introduced 

and discussed. 

 

2.4 Speech Recognition 
 

It is an interesting time in 2017. Currently, a junior high school student can get access 

to widely available A.I. services to build his own chatbot or an AI that controls his lights 

in his bedroom by voice commands. Interesting time indeed. This advancement in 

technology has brought interesting perspectives to the research and development of 

MALL applications. 
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Powering the most important core feature of Appla, the speech recognition engine is 

the one critical component that will either make or break the application. The develop-

ment of speech recognition has been evolving as quickly as ever, when major compa-

nies starts to introduce their own products in this area. There are plenty of options, but 

to keep it short, we shall now go through the three major available options to discuss 

their advantages/disadvantages and reasons behind the choice of Google Cloud 

Speech API.  

 

IBM Speech to Text 
 

IBM Speech to Text offers advanced speech recognition technology that employed 

machine intelligence to associate data about grammar and language arrangement with 

knowledge of the composition of the audio signal. The service constantly returns and 

updates the text as speech is streamed. The technology is available in many interfaces 

for example WebSocket, HTTP REST and asynchronous HTTP interface for different 

purposes. They also offer other various options like labelling speakers to differentiate 

the speakers in one input source, spotting keywords which is helpful in customer ser-

vice case to route to certain help category or smart formatting of dates, times, phone 

numbers and currency.  

 

It is very interesting to see how IBM develops in a few years’ time. The one deal-

breaker which led to the decision of Appla not pursuing IBM technology was that Finn-

ish language was not currently, as of April 2017, in the list of supported languages. 

This may change soon, of course. 

 

Google Cloud Speech API 
 
Coming from Google, the company that has access to large user information ranging 

from their user voices repeating “Ok Google” to their location and email conversation 

history. Having great advantages by owning YouTube that has considerable amount of 

audio inputs or Google Translate that constantly learns how the language is used in 

real life, Google introduced Google Cloud Speech API in June 2016 as a Beta version 

so developers can try out and contribute feedback.  

 

Supporting over 80 languages, Google Cloud Speech API can be considered as one of 

the most powerful speech recognition engine in 2017. The engine employs the most 

advanced deep learning neural network algorithms to the user's audio for accurate 
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speech recognition. Google claimed that their API’s accuracy shall improve over time 

as Google matures the internal speech recognition technology used by Google prod-

ucts.  

 

By the time Appla started, the services offered by Google are unparalleled in quality. 

Few simple tests made in the Finnish language appeared to impress native speakers, 

given the ability to distinguish the differences between the spoken and written lan-

guage. The longer phrases and rare nouns like Finnish company names are also rec-

ognized correctly with an impressive short period of time. Streaming in real-time to the 

Google server is easy with the detailed documentation for developers.  

 

What Google lacks, compared to other speech recognition providers, is the ability to 

deliver speech intents and topic extraction to their service. In the attempt to match their 

competitors, api.ai was introduced with richer features like Natural Language Under-

standings and the easy process to integrate to different platforms.  

 

Bing Speech API 
 

The Microsoft Cognitive Services provide multiple Service APIs that cover a long range 

of technologies, including their own speech recognition service: Bing Speech API. Be-

ing a major corporation with rich resources, Bing Speech API is a strong competitor in 

the field with speech-to-text, text-to-speech and especially speech intent recognition. 

So rather than only limited in speech recognition, the service also allows one to parse 

the tone of the speech for example approval, attention or prohibition.  

 

Undeniably, Bing Speech API intends to provide a whole stack of services so develop-

ers can build their own machine which reacts to voice commands. They had been re-

cently expanding supporting to many different languages: as of April 2017, the total 

number of languages was 28, including Finnish, which was not available in October 

2016 when Appla started. No tests were made to check the accuracy of Finnish speech 

recognition of Bing Speech API. 

 

In addition, the first few tests on the home page with the English language show prom-

ising advantages such as the addition of punctuation marks and intentions; which is 

missing from Google Cloud Speech API. However, streaming real-time audio for 

reconigizing speeches only allows a maximum of 2 minutes long – a workaround might 

be needed to stream in longer time. On top of everything, there should be an in-depth 
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study of the Bing Speech API documentation in the future to consider the possibilities 

and benefits of it over Google Cloud Speech API.  

 

3 Appla Overview 
 

3.1 Overview of the Appla Application 
 

Appla is a mobile application that transcribes ongoing discussions into texts and dis-

plays them on mobile and web screens in real time. As a MALL application, Appla pos-

sesses the characteristics such as spontaneousness and instantaneousness so the 

user can quickly use it in different situations to help their purposes in language learn-

ing.  

 

For example, while on a phone or Skype conversation, the user can use the application 

to aid their listening by having a transcript of the dialogue in real time. In a meeting, 

Appla can be used to record the discussions, deliver the texts accordingly and give 

users the context of the meeting. To keep the conversations private and clean, each 

session can have their own ‘rooms’ – only those inside the rooms can see the conver-

sation. The texts are saved on the database so the user can have a review session 

with their teacher later to talk through the mistakes and difficulties that he or she en-

countered in daily conversations in a professional environment.  

 

The users can turn on the Appla application on their mobiles to start recording and 

have the texts of the ongoing discussing displayed on their phone. During the conver-

sation, the application will be displaying the texts on the screen for the user to follow. 

These texts will also be streamed to a web server that displays real-time information for 

others (e.g. teachers) to read. These contents, which is saved into a database, can 

later be visualized, enriched, explained and repeated for language learning purposes. 

 

In Appla, there are three core user cases:  

• The learner can record speech and see the transcript accordingly. 

• The reviewer (teacher) can inspect ongoing conversations and see the tran-

script. 

• The learner can create and join different rooms. 
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Appla User Interfaces 
 

The screenshots of the application on Android are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7. 

 

   

Figure 5. Appla login portal on Android 
 

Figure 5 shows the login portal of AppLa. Users need to authenticate themselves be-

fore using the application’s features.  

 

 

Figure 6. Appla’s conversation interface 
 

The conversation recorded by Appla is illustrated in figure 6. 
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Figure 7. Appla’s room list  
 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the three main screens of the Appla Android application: a 

login portal, conversations inside of a room and a room list. In the room when the 

speech recognition ‘happens’, there is a notice banner to prompt the name of the user 

and the room he/she is in, a drop-down list for switching languages, a button to start 

recording and of course, the conversation with user’s full name and the message de-

tails. They are quite simple and straight forward that everyone can start to use right 

away without much help.  

 

The Web client has color schemes similar to the Android application: blue and orange. 

The screenshots are shown in figures 8 to 11. 

 

 

Figure 8. Appla login registration portal 
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Figure 9. Appla registration portal 
 

The sign in portals in figure 8 have only a simple form that asks for the username and 

password. In figure 9, there is a sign-up form that allows the user to register for a new 

account. These steps are quite standard – minus the need to verify as a human or con-

firm the email. 

 

 

Figure 10. Appla Home Page 
 

As depicted in figure 10, Appla has three components: the navigation bar, the user’s 

home room and the room list dashboard. The navigation bar has a link to get the latest 

Android apk installation file, so the user can download and install it quickly using their 

phone.  
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Figure 11. Inside a room that shows the conversation and active users 
 

After clicking to a room on the room list, the user will then be immediately connected to 

a room and shown the room interface in figure 11. The room has two main compo-

nents: on top is the room title with a list of active users currently connected to the room 

and below is the conversation board that displays the messages. The messages con-

tain the information like timestamps, the sender’s full names and the messages con-

tent.  

 

The sequences and functional requirements of each user case and user interaction of 

Appla will be investigated in detail in the next section. 

 

3.2 User Cases  
 

3.2.1 Recognizing Speeches 
 

User Cases 
 
The backbone of the application relies on the feature of recording the conversations 

from the mobile application, transcribing them into texts and listening to the audio if 

needed. The user cases concerning this core feature are shown in figure 12. 
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Figure 12. User cases regarding recording speeches in Appla 
 

One of the most important functionalities of Appla is to record speech. As discussed in 

the previous section, Appla will assist the users with their language learning by bringing 

the discussions around them into something beneficial to their study. The user story is 

straight-forward: the user opens the application, presses the recording button then 

starts talking to the phone’s microphone. The application should listen to the speeches 

and record everything to an audio file. The user will then see the transcripts of their 

speech appearing on the phone screen. If there are others inside the same room as the 

user, the texts will appear on all listening clients. This logic is related to how chatting in 

a room would operates, but instead of manually typing, the input is from your voice.  

 

Appla will utilize speech-to-text technology that, in a simple way of explanation, makes 

real-time subtitles for users’ conversations. Of course, it would be an ideal approach if 

the engine can separate and differentiate the sources of speech within the same 

stream of audio. However, as a limitation in current technology, the speakers in a room 

using Appla should be prepared for separate sources of input to achieve the best re-

sult. 

 

Accessing the application from the web, the user will have a separate interface that 

displays all the rooms of Appla. It is not possible at the time of writing to record directly 

from the web, as we favour the possibility of a mobile application and it is not an urgent 

need for web users. 
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Recognizing Speech Implementation 
 

Speech recognition is the core feature that supports and builds up the foundation of 

Appla. All actions of recordings and transcribing texts happen first from the mobile ap-

plication client side. 

 

After signing in, the user will then be joined into a private room called “Home” that is 

only available to their own account. Each user will have his or her own private pre-

created room for quick and instant recording, which is intended for users to try out the 

speech recognition feature without joining to any specific room. The data exchanging 

by the current user within this room will not be transferred to anywhere else. The man-

aging of Rooms will be discussed in detail in the next section.  

 

In detail, recording from mobile devices is achieved in a fragment that will be “pulling” 

(reading) the data through the physical hardware input (microphone). The audio bytes 

recorded via the Android phone will then be stream to Google Cloud Speech API using 

the gRPC API provided by Google. When the recording starts, a new thread will be 

opened that contains a StreamingRecognizeClient class which handles the bi-

directional streaming of audio bytes and returning result transcript. Inside this class, 

requests will be made continuously while receiving responses at the same time. 

 

Sending messages requires the usage of WebSocket to achieve the real-time aspect of 

the application. While streaming, the mobile will constantly be sending (emitting) mes-

sage information to the server. The loop of receiving audio and emitting to server is 

depicted in Figure 13. The server will process the data by saving it and attaching the 

messages to the correct room. After that, the mobile application will receive a pro-

cessed message sent from the server.  

 

To distinguish between the messages from different sources, each message will be 

assigned an ID that will remain unchanged until a signal from the Speech API returns a 

result with a final status. 
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Figure 13. Flowchart illustrating the process of sending transcripts to server 
 

When Appla receives a response that is final, as shown in figure 13, the application will 

emit a message with a “completed” status to the server, which means the message will 

be saved into the database and a new ID will be attach to the next message. This pro-

cess helps to achieve the conversation with the “subtitling” effect as the speech is be-

ing recorded. This has proved to be a great advantage in user experience, as the user 

can see the texts coming as they speak with little delay. 

 

Limited Streaming Time 
 
For a streaming connection with Google Cloud Speech API, it was explicitly stated in 

the official documentation that the connection is limited to only one minute of stream-

ing. Not being able to record for a long period of time is a major setback for an applica-

tion with ambitious goals which is to work in conversations or meetings.  
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As a workaround, in Appla there is an internal clock that begins to tick as soon as the 

user starts recording. In the thread of recording audio bytes, there is a flag that checks 

for a mark of about 55 seconds into recording. When it comes close to the 60 seconds 

cut, the old connection stream will be shutdown, following by an initialization of a new 

connection stream. As a result, Appla has been able to record for a long period of time 

without being limited to the API’s restriction. After a period of testing, there was no no-

ticeable errors concerning the gap between the shutdown and initialization of two con-

nections.  

 

3.2.2 Authenticating User Account 
 

User Cases 
 

As a standardized process, the user authentication of Appla has three basic cases that 

are sufficient for a small-scale application. The cases are demonstrated below in figure 

14. 

 

 

Figure 14. User authentication user cases 
 

When accessing the dedicated address for the application (discourse.metropolia.fi at 

the time of writing), the user will be redirected to a login page, prompting for username 

and password. The application will display error messages in case of invalid authenti-

cation. As seen from figure 14, the user can log out and will not be remembered for the 

next session.  
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If not registered before, the user is able to register for a new account with personal 

information such as full name, username and password. The username is a unique key 

in database thus no duplication is allowed. During registration, the user will be prompt-

ed with messages concerning error or successful events in case of invalid inputs; this is 

a simple process of check-types like invalid first/last name and username/password. 

For the first prototype version, email confirmation and password reset is not yet a con-

cern and shall be considered when developed in a bigger-scale production version.  

 

Authentication Implementation 
 
The authentication process is handled entirely by Node.js back-end server. No major 

processing is being done on the client-side except for simple client-side check-types. 

On the client-side, a routing Angular component was built and customized depending 

on the “ui.router” module. This component handles all the URL routing functions when 

a user accesses the home page. The logic behind this routing is depicted in the flow 

chart in figure 15.  

 

When the user first accesses the application from either a web or mobile application, 

Appla will immediately check for the availability of the access token in the local storage 

of each client. If available, the access token will then be sent to the server for validat-

ing. If token is not verified, the user will be prompted a message error and then re-

quired to input the correct username/password to sign in. Otherwise if a valid token is 

available in the local storage, the user will be ‘remembered’ and be signed in without 

any effort. 
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Figure 15. Flowchart showing the authentication process of Appla 
 

If the token is not available from the local storage or invalid, the manual input from user 

is required to continue. After the user’s submission, Node.js server will be checking the 

username and its corresponding password. The password is compared with the regis-

tered password saved in database by bcrypt, a password hashing function. If any error 

occurs, for instance wrong password or unknown username, Node.js will immediately 

return a JSON containing a success status (false) and the error message to the re-

quested front-end client. If successful, a new access token with the expiration length of 

24 hours (customizable) and a success value of true will be attached to the result 

JSON.  

  

Angular.js routing on the client side has been configured with three states, following the 

address of Appla, below referred as {address}:  
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• Authenticated states (log-in required) 

o Home: {address}/ 

o Rooms: {address}/rooms/room-name 

 

• Unauthenticated state (no log-in required) 

o Login portal: {address}/login/ 

 

All connections to Home and Rooms route will needs to present a valid access token or 

else they will be redirected to the Login portal. The same logic applies to the mobile 

application: when user opens Appla on Android, a SharedPreferences object will be 

checked for any available and valid access token. This token is saved across user ses-

sion, which means the data will persist even if the application is killed.  

 

3.2.3 Managing Rooms 
 

User Cases 
 

The ability to split connections into different channels for conversations is standard in 

communication applications. Users accessing Appla will be able to see all the available 

rooms and join the conversation anytime. The user cases are shown in figure 16.  

 

 

Figure 16. User cases of managing rooms in Appla 
 

Managing rooms is a straight forward process. Figure 16 shows the four cases: 
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• Create Room: From the web client, the user will be able to create a room with 

title and brief description of the room. All other users will see the room appear 

as soon as they are created. 

 

• Join Room: When joining a room, the user’s full name will appear on the 

room’s name list and only be removed after the user leaves. It does not matter if 

the user has multiple devices connected to the room, the name only shows 

once. 

 

• Delete Room: A room can only be removed by the one who created it. Deleting 

rooms does not completely remove its information from the database. 

 

• View All Room: A list of rooms will always be displayed on the Home page of 

Appla as well as in the mobile application’s room section. The list is updated as 

soon as any changes happen, for instance creating or deleting room. 

 

Room Management Implementation 
 
Room managing implementation relies heavily on the features offered by WebSocket: 

there are built-in options to use rooms and namespaces to split to different channels 

and customize them accordingly to each application’s needs. 

  

Currently there are two namespaces available in Appla: 

 

• Home: This namespace will handle anything happens in the home page of Ap-

pla: data communication in users’ Home room and managing rooms. 

 

• Rooms: When the user joins a room, the address will be changed to this format: 

{address}/rooms/{room name}. WebSocket will recognize the change and im-

mediate calls the Rooms namespace, which is defined as “/rooms”, after dis-

connecting the Home namespace. 

 

Once the connection between server and client is established, it is possible to stream 

data between two points in full-duplex mode. Basically, the server will have many pre-

defined endpoints that will be listening to all other clients. If a client send (emit) a mes-

sage with a name (not payload or content) that matches any endpoint, the server will 

immediately react accordingly. Inside each server point, there will be also a ‘broadcast’ 
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message that sends the processed information to all other listening clients. The pro-

cesses happen instantly in real-time with no additional connection request, apart from 

the original established WebSocket connection. 

 

Room Address 
 

If the user wants to access or join a room, he or she can click directly to the room on 

the room list view on the Home page. The direct address of the room is defined as: 

{address}/rooms/{room name} where room name is an auto-generated slug from the 

room’s title given by the user when creating the room. This usage of room slug makes 

sure the address is user friendly and never duplicated from another room with a same 

name.  

 

Above is the clarification of different Appla user cases and the business logic imple-

mented from those cases. Next section will investigate the architecture of the Appla 

application to obtain a general look at the system.  

 

3.3 Architecture Design and Diagram 
 

The architecture of Appla system comprises many components, each holds its dedicat-

ed features, as illustrated in figure 17 below. The diagram shows the most fundamental 

core feature that is the process of speech recognition.  
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Figure 17. Appla architecture diagram 
 

Figure 17 roughly shows a combination of four main components that build up the 

foundation of Appla: 

 

• Mobile Clients: The component that is responsible for handling most of the in-

teractions with the users. The Appla application on mobile (in this case, An-

droid clients) will act as an interactive interface: pulling input data from users, 

sending them to other components and receiving the result data. All these ac-

tions happen in real time with little delays (hence, streaming), depending on the 

network connection strength. These mobile clients will send the audio bytes 

they recorded from the physical input device (microphone) and stream them di-

rectly to the Google Cloud Speech API from which they will be receiving the re-

sults. After such process, the users shall see the texts from all other mobile cli-

ents changing as they speak, finding the correct phrases from speeches. 
 

• Google Cloud Speech API: The engine that powers the speech recognition 

feature of Appla. The API will process the audio bytes provided by the mobile 

client and return the results in JSON.  
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• Web Server: This component comprises of two other smaller components. The 

first component is a server that handles WebSocket and the data exchanging 

process between multiple mobile/web clients. The server will also communicate 

with the second component, the database, which stores user information as 

well as rooms and messages content. All text information exchanged through 

Appla will be saved and protected for any further data investigation. 
 

• Web Clients: User can read see the transcribed conversation on the website 

in real time. The website will pull data from the back-end server, which fetches 

data (sent previously by mobile clients) from the database and display them in 

a user-friendly interface.  

 

The processes happening between these components are only available for authenti-

cated users. The reason for authenticated user is for Appla to associate them into sep-

arated meetings or sessions. Users having their own account will allow them to secure 

their data (conversation history), track the personal progress and build a personal vo-

cabulary in the future. The authentication process will be explained in-depth in Authen-

ticating User Account part under User Cases section.  

 

It is also worth to note the split of rooms when users communicate with each other via 

Appla. For an application that handles multiple clients talking at a same time, this is 

necessary for managing different sessions. Splitting the connections into channels is 

good for keeping each conversation clean and easy to follow, while not being distracted 

by random interruptions from others. Undoubtedly, this is a standard step for an appli-

cation that involve multi-session communication and data exchange. 

 

In summary, the application involves different ends of parties to support the case of 

real-time transcribing of the speech into texts and transfer them to other listening cli-

ents. The next section will inspect in more detail the database schemes and how they 

all connect to each other. 
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3.4 Database Schema 
 

3.4.1 Android Models 
 
Since the database is hosted virtually on the server, no extensive usage of the local 

storage is implemented except for authentication token saved in the SharedPrefer-

ences object of Android. However, three model classes are still necessary to imple-

ment technical requirements of Android, as shown in figure 18. 

 

Each model class will have their own static Builder class that handles the set opera-

tions of the class. Other get operations are public methods inside of parent class. In-

vestigating, the three model classes are as follow: 

 

• Room: The room model has the room basic information such as room name, 

description and room id. There is also a time stamp of the room to tell the time 

of room creation. 

 

• Message: The message model represents each message transcribed from us-

ers’ speeches. A message contains its sender information, a message id as-

signed randomly during run-time as explained previously in Recognizing 

Speeches section, message content and the time stamp when the message is 

created.  

 

• User: Containing username, user ID and other personal information like first 

name and username. No password is archived in the client application. 
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Figure 18. Java classes of Appla Android application 
 

The Appla Android class diagram, with three models containing essential information to 

display on the mobile application, also represents a similar logic from the database 

schemes originated in the server, which will be investigated in the next step. 

3.4.2 Models and Mongoose Schemas 
 
Models 
 
Storing the majority of its information on the server, Appla server has the same three 

core schemes as the Android application for the its first working prototype version. 

However, as showned in figure 19, the models on the server have different goals and 

methods such as communicating directly to the database and receive the requests 

from the clients. 
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Figure 19. Appla models and the implemented methods 
 

The models have basic find and update methods implemented along with the built-in 

methods functions provided by Mongoose. In figure 16, it is easier to spot extra meth-

ods to support Appla’s causes include methods like “findByRoomSlug” in Message 

Model. This method returns all the messages that were exchanged in the room by dif-

ferent users. Calling this method by room slug will return the conversation history of 

that room.  

 

In the Room model, apart from standard methods, the customized methods include 

managing the user list of those clients who are currently connected to the room. The 

room has a connection array that saves objects with the information of socket ID and 

user ID. A notable case that needs to be taken care of is when a user has multiple de-

vices (which means multiple socket IDs) connected to the room – the “getUsers” meth-

od will only return the user list and eliminate duplicated user IDs. 

 

Communications between routers and models are bridged through the usage of Con-

trollers, which is irreplaceable in the whole architect of the application. The router will 

only interact will controllers and then controllers will make requests through models, 

which is the only component that can make changes directly to the database. This pre-

vents unknown connections made to the database via the REST API designed in the 

router. The controllers are configured as figure 20 below. 
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Figure 20. Node.js server controllers and methods implemented 
 

All controllers possess standard CRUD operations with customized methods to fit the 

business logic of Appla. To break it down: 

 

• AuthCtrl is the standard controller that bridge all authorizations request like 

register and logins. More importantly, there is a middle ware component that will 

handle the API authorizations and only allow authenticated request to make 

certain API calls.  

 

• UserCtrl has authenticated routes that query the user login status as well as 

get the current user information based on the access token.  

 

• RoomCtrl queries the room list and handles delete/update operations from the 

Room model. 

 

• MessageCtrl has the function “getHomeMessages” to retrieve the user’s mes-

sages inside of their private home room. In addition, “getMessagesByRoom” re-

turn all the messages by the requested room.  

 

The models are built based on the Mongoose Schemas that define the structure of a 

MongoDB document, which will be introduced and investigated thoroughly in the next 

section. 
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Mongoose Schemas 
 
In MongoDB, there can be many collections inside a database. Each collection will 

have their own documents with a same scheme, defined beforehand when the collec-

tions are built. These concepts are similar to the concepts of tables in SQL databases; 

however, the collections do not have primary keys and the relations between tables.  

 

Figure 21 attempts to explain the structure as well as the relations between different 

schemas. 

 

 

Figure 21. Schema structures and their relations in Appla application 
 

All the schemas have a unique index “id” key (ObjectId type) that is auto-generated 

every time a new document is inserted in to the database. It is worth to note the “creat-

ed_at” key is available to all the schemas because it shall be helpful in case the data-

base need to be upgraded and scaled.  

 

To explain the relations between the schemas, referring to figure 21: a message will 

have two connections depicting the owner information (user_id, first_/last_name) and 

the room it belongs to (room_slug). A room shall have the information of the creator 
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(owner_id) and a connection array, which contains the ids of the connected clients 

(combinations of userId and socketId). This array is updated every time a user joins or 

leave a room. An element in this array may share the same user ids, but not the socket 

ids. This is helpful when broadcasting message from the room to all its clients is need-

ed. 

4 Evaluation and Future Development 
 

After approximately 6 months of research and development, spanning through the 

phases of planning, researching, development, testing and documenting, Appla gradu-

ally and successfully turned the idea into a working prototype. The product of the pro-

ject was well-received as a versatile approach that can be adapted and expanded into 

various solutions. In this section, Appla’s results and limitations will be discussed, 

which will eventually open to some suggestions to the future development of the appli-

cation. 

 

4.1 Results 
 

4.1.1 Evaluation 
 

It is good to evaluate the project results based on the targets and requirements set in 

the beginning. Though not carved in stones, following a set of checkpoints can deliver 

a great sense of how good in practice the project result is.  

 

As an ambitious project targeted to explore and discover new solutions in language 

learning, the bars were set high. A mobile application, which smoothens the employ-

ees’ lives at work by helping them with the language aspects, was expected to deliver 

with exceptional accuracy and reliability. However, with limited time and resources, 

Appla turned out to be a lean and agile application, which certainly still needed more 

dedicated development and research. 

 

As for the core feature, recognizing speech in Appla works well. The surroundings can 

have some effects on the application’s performance, e.g. network connection, back-

ground noises: too quiet/noisy, incompatible devices, etc. The application can be used 

in phone conversations and the texts are archived directly on the website in a ‘chat’ 

interface. The user can sign in to the web to check the conversation history in his or her 
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personal dialogue room. No plans in the beginning were set for account authentication 

and rooms but after discussions, it was clear that personal user account / room conver-

sation was necessary.  

 

Above is the assessment of the project outcome and how it matched the target set in 

the beginning. During the testing phases at various university and language course 

locations, the users’ feedback remained very positive. The students who were given 

the application to test have given many thoughts and ideas of how to improve and sug-

gested other the possible user cases for their personal situations: lecture transcribing, 

professional interview, etc. The application however also showed flaws and limitations 

that should be overcome in future development. 

 

4.1.2 Limitations 
 

Talking from a technical viewpoint, Appla is a wide system that comprises many differ-

ent components that ranges from Android to Web development. While each component 

has their own issues, a combination of them could cause potential problems that can-

not be seen on the surface of the application. Below are some known issues on Appla 

and the predictions of their causes: 

 

• Sign-in bug: When signed out and sign in with a different account, Appla will 

shows the message “Hi …” incorrectly with the signed out user’s names. 

Prediction: when old activity is stuck on the front because of the two-activity 

switching logic. This logic should be renovated to a different mechanism and a 

better solution of authentication process. 

 

• Screen orientation changes will lead to the activity to be reset. This should be 

an easy fix for which solutions can be found online.  

 

• When switching to different rooms, the socket initializations were not working 

correctly in some cases, which led to the connection cut some times. This bug 

is predicted to be caused by the fragment switching logic of Appla Android. 

 

From the technology and concept point of view, Google Speech Cloud API did well in 

processing the speech and transcribing them in real time. The text result showed 

promising possibilities. However, being a beta version, the API is occasionally unstable 
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and its strength in the Finnish language is weaker compared to the English language. 

Text results returned in English is consisderably better in accuracy. The speech 

recognition in numbers works best with simple number cases, however in large 

numbers with complex structure, the engine fails to return a decent result. Google also 

lacks the feature to distinguish different speakers from the input source, making 

conversations in a silent room from two close inputs difficult and prone to errors. 

 

Although errors, bugs and limitations in Appla are observable, it is undeniable that the 

project has gone a long way from an idea to a working prototype. No development is 

ever finished as there is always room for improvement in the future.  

 

4.2 Future Development 
 

Gamification 
 

Learning on mobile devices has been following the direction to be fun and spontane-

ous. The project’s idea board was filled with plenty of ideas on Appla’s gamification. 

The games should not be complicated and focused on how to maximize the use of 

speech recognition in the application. Certainly, recognizing speeches brings new per-

spectives into improving pronunciation skills while using MALL apps, which were only 

stopped at playbacks and recording voices with no concrete feedback and judgement. 

Speech recognition brings objective views into measuring the accuracy of the users’ 

pronunciations, so they do not have to listen to judge by themselves like with traditional 

MALL apps. 
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Figure 22. UI mockup for Appla gamification 
 

One suggestion is to either let users create a phrase they would like to practice pro-

nouncing, or a mechanism to search for difficult sentences extracted from their dia-

logue recorded previously by Appla. The users will then record themselves and have 

the texts transcribed to them on the screen, with an accuracy meter, or “confidence” 

level of the results. Text-to-speech technology can be used to help users with custom-

ized phrases so they have a model to follow, just like usually in traditional learning. A 

mockup to present the idea is drawn in figure 22. 

 

Topic Keyword Extraction  
 

In meetings, non-Finnish speaking employees working in Finland usually find 

themselves in meeting situations that were only or partially in Finnish. It is no doubt that 

even employees with advanced skills in Finnish can sometimes be lost in the 

conversation. Appla can be used as a note-taking application that records everything 

and in turn extracts the most important keywords as well as the topic of the conversa-

tions. The topics can help the users to follow and have a better sense to expect to lis-

ten to what is being discussed.  
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Other ideas 
 
The Cognition services are becoming more and more available. Although still under the 

development phase, they still show great promising possibilities to help Appla achieve 

the novelty of an application in the language learning fields. Also, iOS development is 

also a good step ahead to be taken if production of Appla is considered.  

 

Progress tracking and data analysis is truly an important topic to be investigated and 

explored to maximize the benefits to the user. The data is available in the database 

concerning how people converse in real life situations. If a progress tracking system is 

implemented based on the analysis of the user’s vocabulary and interest topics, it will 

bring exceptional benefits to the end users of Appla.  

5 Conclusion 
 

To begin with, the Appla project had an abstract idea and an ambition to explore and 

propose a new approach to using a mobile application as an assisting tool for language 

learning. The idea originated from the current demands from a rising labour market in 

Finland. Those who seek work often found it confusing and difficult to find a job without 

proper skills in communication. Companies were spending resources from their own 

pockets to open Finnish classes and hire teachers to improve their employees’ lan-

guage skills, especially those in social and services sectors. Eventually, employers 

were always looking for new solutions that would help reduce the cost and time re-

sources. 

 

After months of researching and developing, the concept behind Appla started to form 

its shape. Many prototype versions were introduced and constantly being refined as 

discussion and feedback went on. Appla has gone through many changes and im-

provements while employing cutting-edge technologies and services. It followed the 

trends of using Artificial Intelligence over the cloud and customized according to the 

needs of the application.  

 

As for results, the deliverables included a full-stack web system backed by a database 

and an Android application that handles real-time speech recognition. It has been per-

ceived as a solid and versatile foundation for further implementation and research to be 

taken place in the future.  
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The route to overcome the barriers of languages is challenging and exciting. We still 

have a long way ahead, but as in an interesting time we are living, I could not wait to 

see where technologies take us.  
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